Meeting Minutes
2/4/15

Advising:
- 3 weeks from this friday--there will be a graduate school reception (27th of February)
- Reserve the Rodman Room
- Making hand-made cards for professors (inviting 12)
- No plans for food--talking to budget aspects
- 6-8 pm? Perhaps?
- Ben is coordinating days on the lawn stuff
- Prospectives have been identified
- Have a pen pals thing--emails to new rodmans

Communications:
- spoke about the website and rodman calling

Sreems:
- Pictures from Rodman events!!!!!!

Social:
- “Rotunda dinner” is working … need a colonnade club sponsor
- JumpCville event--get cars
  - Ball pit
  - Jumping off the walls
  - Wednesday next week!
  - Rodman vs. Echols capture the flag in April

Research:
- Resume Review (individual)
- Cool idea
- She will send an email with cool scholarships/grants

Second Year:
- Cheeseburger events (restaurant week!!)